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Welcome to the Trust’s annual
report.

The Trust is in the unusual position
this year of producing two reports,
one for the first ten months of the
year from 1 April 2006 to 31 January
2007, and the second for the last
two months, from 1 February to 31
March 2007.

This is because on 1 February the Trust
was authorised as a foundation trust.  

This report covers the last two months of
the year, following our authorisation,
although this must be put in the context
of the financial year over all.

Our first two months represent “a good
start” for County Durham and
Darlington NHS Foundation Trust, with
us continuing to reduce waiting times
for our patients and achieving a surplus
of £3.6 million, in addition to the surplus
of £1.3 million for the first ten months
of the year, which we can reinvest in our
services.

As an acute trust, our key financial
target was to break even - which we
have done since establishment in 2002 -
or end the year with a small surplus,
which we did last year.  Under a new
and different financial regime, our ability
to invest in the future of our services and
facilities is dependent upon us delivering
a surplus at the end of each financial
year.

Looking ahead to 2007/08, we need to
maintain this level of performance so
that we can continue to invest in
services, and so that we can make
further progress on reducing waiting
times, during what is a crucial year in
working towards the target of an 18
week patient journey – from referral to
beginning treatment – by the end of
2008.

What we have delivered so far, and what
we need to deliver in the future, is very
much down to our staff and their daily
commitment to their patients.  Our
community is so well served by them.  

It was my great pleasure, in November,
to present our annual staff awards –
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recognising loyalty to the organisation,
hard work reflected in qualifications and
training – as well as awards which reflect
individual and team efforts to offer a
first class service. 

From 1 July we welcomed Dr Michael
Waterston, managing director of an IT
consultancy and Paul Stewart, partner at
Dickinson Dees as Non Executive
Directors.  They have swiftly made an
impact.

During 2006, we recruited our initial
membership to the Foundation Trust and
held elections for our first  Governing
Council.  I was delighted that over 80 of
our public members were prepared to
stand in the elections, in so doing making
sure that our membership had a real
choice and were able to use their votes.   

The Governing Council has already
begun to play its role in the governance
of the organisation and, since the year
end, has carried out one of its statutory
functions by appointing a new Non
Executive Director to the Board.

There have also been changes amongst
our key stakeholders.  Following the
consultation on “Commissioning a
Patient led NHS”, our main
commissioning PCTs have reduced from
six to two.  The Trust has always worked
very closely with our local PCTs and we
wish our former colleagues from the old
PCTs well for the future.  We are now
building new partnerships with County
Durham and Darlington primary care
trusts, with whom we have every
confidence that we will develop similarly
good relationships.  

As a provider organisation, it will no
doubt help streamline our planning
processes to be working with fewer
organisations in future.  Together we
face a challenging policy agenda in
continuing the roll out of choice and
managing the implementation of the
new financial regime. 

I would like to offer my thanks for the
sterling work carried out by our
volunteers and our Hospital Friends during
2006/07.  Our volunteers provide an
invaluable service in supporting many of
our patients during their time in hospital. 

Our Hospital Friends continue to support
the organisation through their
fundraising activities which allow us to
make investments and improvements in
services that otherwise would not be
possible.

Finally, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank our outgoing Chief
Executive John Saxby who left the Trust
early in June 2007.

I  first worked with John when I was
Chairman and he was Chief Executive of
Darlington Memorial Trust in 1993.  I
know how committed he has been to
the local NHS and to our hospitals, and
we are all extremely sorry to see him go.

On behalf of the Board, the Governing
Council, and staff of the Trust, I wish
him every success in the future.

Tony Waites
Chairman
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Chief Executive’s report

The financial year 2006/07 has been
a demanding one for the Trust.  We
set ourselves a challenging financial
and performance agenda, at the
same time as requiring a good deal
of management focus on our
application to become a foundation
trust, while continuing to develop
and improve patient services.

In April, we launched a new service for
heart patients, and the cardiac teams are
now inserting cardiac pacemakers at our
hospitals for the first time.  In
September, we began the centralisation
of our stroke service in South Durham
and Darlington at Bishop Auckland
hospital, so that Darlington patients have
access to care in a specialist stroke unit.
Since the year end, we have learnt that
our bid to provide a bowel cancer
screening service from Bishop Auckland
Hospital has also been successful.

At the end of January, the Trust was
reporting a surplus of £1.3 million, and,
for the period as an FT, we have
delivered a surplus of £3.6 million – a
surplus overall of £4.9 million - based on
a turnover for the year of around £290
million.  

This has not been easy to achieve.  The
Trust set an ambitious cost improvement
target of £21 million for 2006/07, which
has been achieved through a process of
rigorous budget setting and strict
financial control.  

Before the start of the financial year we
stated that, over the coming three years,
we would need to reduce our workforce
by around 700 staff in order to improve
our efficiency in the light of the
expected move of services into primary
and community settings.  During the first
year of that plan, we have reduced our
staffing by 265, and have also
significantly reduced our bank and
agency staff spend.  This has made
2006/07 a difficult one for staff,
although these reductions have been
made with only seven redundancies.

We have also embarked on a
programme of site rationalisation and
bed reductions.  In the future, the Trust
plans to concentrate its services on its
principal sites.  We have therefore
moved services out of peripheral
buildings – for instance Durham
Community Hospital and the Lady Eden
Unit – and brought them into the
adjacent hospitals.
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We have also reduced our bed
complement by 159 beds during the
year.  This has not been easy for staff
and stakeholders.  Historically, we have a
much lower level of bed occupancy
overall than is recommended nationally,
and figures provided by the Department
of Health show that, compared to our
peers, we generally keep patients in
hospital longer.  The Department
estimates that we could save nearly £9.5
million for investment in other services if
we managed beds more efficiently.

These changes did not prevent the Trust
from having a successful year from a
performance point of view, delivering
our key targets and achieving better
than the national targets.

We continued to achieve the 98% target
of patients waiting less than 4 hours in
A&E before discharge, transfer or
admission.

As at 31 March, no patients were
waiting over 11 weeks for an outpatient
appointment, over 11 weeks for a CT or
MRI scan, or over 20 weeks for
admission.  The average waits were
significantly shorter.

We are also achieving the 14/31/62 day
rules for cancer treatment.

Thanks are due to the hard work of our
staff for continuing our record of
excellent performance.  The Trust’s task
now is to progress towards the 18 week
maximum patient journey by 31 March
2008.

One area where we have failed to
achieve our targets is in the year on year

reduction in numbers of MRSA
bacteraemias.  Although we had been
set targets for year on year reductions in
MRSA from a very low baseline, and our
MRSA rate remains low, our target for
the year was 22 cases, yet at the end of
the year we had had 64 cases.  We
therefore invited the Department of
Health performance improvement team
to help us develop an action plan to
improve the position, which is now in
place.

Our successful financial and operational
performance was reflected in our annual
health check results for 2005/06, which
were reported in 2006/07.  The
Healthcare Commission assessed us as
“good” for quality of services and
“good” for use of resources.  The
indicators are tougher than in previous
years so we do believe they show solid
and steady progress. Where the results
suggest that further improvements can
be made, the Trust will be working hard
to deliver these over the next year.

We are very encouraged by our score in
this first health check.  It tells us what
we should already know – that we are a
very good organisation, offering a
quality service to our patients and
managing our resources well – for which
credit is due to all our staff.

Louise Robson
Acting Chief Executive
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County Durham and
Darlington Acute
Hospitals NHS Trust was
established on 1 October
2002.

This followed the merger
of the two predecessor
organisations, North
Durham Health Care NHS
Trust and South Durham
Health Care NHS Trust,
following an acute
services review.

On 1 February 2007, the
Trust was authorised as a
foundation trust, under
Section 6 of the Health
and Social Care
(Community Health and

Standards) Act 2003. 
The Trust provides
secondary care hospital
services from three main
sites:

• Bishop Auckland
General Hospital

• Darlington Memorial
Hospital 

• University Hospital of
North Durham 

The Trust also runs
community hospitals in
Shotley Bridge and
Chester-le-Street.  During
the year, the Trust closed
community hospital
facilities at South Moor in
Stanley and Durham
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Community Hospital,
which occupied a site
adjacent to University
Hospital.

The Trust has around
4,700 staff and 1,200
beds.  It provides
secondary care district
general hospital services
to a population of around
500,000 in County
Durham and Darlington,
and into North Yorkshire,
with sub-regional services
reaching into the South of
Tyne area, serving a
population of 1.2m.
We provide services to the
populations of the Primary
Care Trusts (PCTs) in
County Durham and
Darlington and also to
other PCTs outside the
patch.

During the year, the
Trust’s services were
divided into the following
clinical directorates:

• Accident and
emergency

• Acute medicine
• Child Health
• Ear nose and throat
• General surgery and

urology
• Medicines

management/
pharmacy

• Obstetrics and
gynaecology

• Ophthalmology
• Pathology
• Plastic surgery
• Radiology
• Trauma and

orthopaedics

These were supported by
the following corporate
directorates:

• Chief Executive’s
office 

• Facilities
• Finance 
• Health Informatics
• Medical Director’s

office
• Nursing
• Personnel 
• Planning and

Performance
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Our aims and objectives

Our vision is to build on our successful
track record to date to become ‘First
Class and First Choice’, in terms of the
care we provide to patients.  To help us
achieve this vision, in 2006/07 we set
ourselves four strategic aims as an
organisation:

1. To be First Choice for patients –
in the light of increasing
competition from other foundation
trusts, the independent sector and
from alternative services in primary
care

2. To deliver clinically excellent
services as locally as practicable
- providing services which are easily
accessible and of a high quality 

3. To improve the health and well-
being of local people and to be
a major contributor to the
success of the local economy -
playing a key role in shaping the
future of healthcare delivery and
contributing as a major employer
and  provider of training

4. To trade at surplus in order to
invest for the future – because in
the future we need to generate
surpluses so that we can reinvest in
our services.

The Board assesses financial performance
against these aims through the monthly
finance report, which measures progress
against areas such as:

• Income and expenditure
• Capital programme
• Liquidity
• Cost improvement programme
• Financial risk and management of

risk

A monthly operational performance and
efficiency report measures progress
against all key performance areas
including:

• Emergency care
• Waiting times
• Booking
• Access and capacity
• Cancer
• Coronary heart disease
• Clinical and patient focus
• Annual health check targets
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The Board also discusses marketing and
business risk reports quarterly and
progress against our improvements in
efficiency.

Our performance

During the final two months
of the financial year, the
Trust continued its strong
performance, ending the
year meeting its key
performance targets, except
for reductions in MRSA, and
its financial targets,
achieving a surplus for the
period of £3.6 million.

Our business plan set out the priorities
for the organisation across 2006/2007,
to make progress towards our strategic
aims.  These priorities, in six key areas,
and an assessment of our performance
against them, is described below.

Quality and service improvement

Key areas included:

• Hospital acquired infection - our
MRSA bacteraemia rate per 10,000
bed days is good.  However, with
64 individual cases during the year,
the Trust failed to achieve its target
for year on year reductions.  We
invited the Department of Health
performance improvement team to
work with us to develop an action
plan, the Board is closely
monitoring progress against the
plan.

• Stroke – our stroke service in Bishop
Auckland has a strong clinical
reputation.  We began the
centralisation of stroke services for
South Durham and Darlington in
Bishop Auckland in September, and
work continues on developing the
service.

• Inpatient haematology – there has
been longstanding agreement
between consultants that our
inpatient haematology services in
Bishop Auckland and Darlington
were too small to be sustainable on
their own, and needed to be
brought together under one roof.
Following recommendations in a
report by Dr Stephen Singleton,
medical director of the strategic
health authority, inpatient
haematology will be centralised at
Bishop Auckland.  Outpatients and
day case services will remain at all
sites.
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Better access, shorter waits
The Government expects the NHS to
improve access so that by December
2008 there is a maximum 18 week wait
from referral to treatment. The Trust
made good progress meeting the
following key targets in 2006/07:

• 98% of patients waiting less than 4
hours in A&E before discharge,
transfer or admission:  The Trust has
consistently achieved this target at
all sites for over 12 months.

• 97% of patients waiting a
maximum of 11 weeks for a first
outpatient appointment: 100% of
Trust patients are seen within 11
weeks, and our average wait is
much shorter.

• 97% of patients waiting a
maximum of 20 weeks for
inpatient/day case  treatment:
100% of Trust patients are treated
within 20 weeks and, again, the
average wait is much shorter. 

• Maximum 13 week wait for
diagnostic tests: The Trust met this
target.  At the end of the year, the
maximum wait for a CT scan was
10 weeks in the Trust and 11 weeks
for MRI.

• Cancer patients being seen within
the 14 day, 31 day and 62 day
targets: The Trust achieved 100%
against all three of these targets: all
urgent referrals are seen within 14
days, all patients begin treatment
within 31 days of diagnosis, and
within 62 days of GP referral.

• 60% of GUM patients seen within
48 hours (local target):  Despite
difficulties early in the year, changes
have led to huge improvements in
performance, with the Trust
achieving the target by the end of
the year.

• 5.0% reduction in emergency bed
days: the PCTs, working with the
Trust, are working to reduce the
number of patients referred into
hospital, and to ensure that they
are discharged sooner.  By the end
of the year, there had been a
reduction in emergency bed days of
5.5%.

Using facilities more effectively
The Trust sought to improve its use of
estate by moving services out of
peripheral buildings, and focusing on its
key sites, and improving its bed and
theatre utilisation:

• Elderly care services on the Durham
Community Hospital site have
moved into UHND and the site has
now closed 

• Rehabilitation services have moved
from the Lady Eden Unit into the
neighbouring Bishop Auckland
Hospital

• The remaining outpatient and
diagnostic services moved out of
South Moor Hospital, following
public consultation, and the
temporary closure of the 20 bed
ward, previously used for delayed
discharges, was made permanent.
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• A reduction has been made of 159
beds across the Trust

• The planned temporary closure of
the day surgery unit at Shotley
Bridge Hospital was suspended
when additional funding was given
by Derwentside PCT and the District
Council and a review of the unit
was undertaken funded by the
Derwentside Local Strategic
Partnership.  

Choice and Booking
The NHS is changing to ensure patients
have more choice and flexibility about
when and where they have their
appointments

In November, we introduced a new
patient administration system across the
whole Trust, to support direct booking as
part of patient choice, so that patients
could book their appointment at the GP
surgery or via the national appointment
line.  This was a major project requiring
the support of the IT team, the patient
booking staff, trainers, and staff from
clinical departments and wards where
time needed to be committed for
training on the new system.

By the end of March 2007, we achieved:

• 75.4% of outpatient appointments
fully booked (target 90%) 

• 63.6% of inpatient admissions fully
booked (target 73%)

External factors have impacted on
progress on outpatient booking
including take up by GP practices and
some technical problems.  

Nevertheless, the Trust has been one of
the top five trusts in the country
throughout the year, and made month
on month improvements throughout
2006/07.

Cost effectiveness
All NHS bodies were required to make
2.5% efficiency savings this year.  In
addition, the national “tariff” shows that
we are more expensive than the average
trust.  To bring down our costs and
ensure a healthy financial outturn, the
Trust identified a £21 million cost
improvement programme.  Measures
delivered in addition to those outlined
above included:

• Making savings in procurement of
£1.5 million

• Reducing spending on agency staff
by almost £3 million and on bank
staff by £100 thousand

• Reducing our insurance premiums
to the NHS litigation authority
(clinical negligence scheme for
trusts) by achieving level 2 in
maternity services

Workforce
The Trust Board approved the Workforce
Strategy in April 2006.

Given the significant financial and service
changes required over the next few
years, the workforce strategy embraces
workforce reductions targets,
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redeployment and retraining, temporary
employment, annualised hours working,
flexible hours, new roles, new working
practices, and a focus on individual
productivity measures, all of which are
directly supportive of the financial and
service strategies. 

Key areas in 2006/07 included:

• Reducing the size of our workforce
by 265 from budgeted
establishments in line with reductions
in income and PCT plans to carry out
more work outside hospital.  This has
been managed through natural
turnover – our turnover rate was
9.61% at the end of the year - and
with only seven redundancies

• Improved Trustwide working
through agreeing new management
arrangements for clinical services

• Beginning to realise the benefits of
the consultant contract and agenda
for change through more cross-site
working.

Organisational strengths
and resources

One of our principal strengths is our
excellent record of financial and
performance delivery since we were
established in 2002.   

Our reputation on some sites now
attracts consultants in what have
previously been hard–to–recruit-to
specialties, such as orthopaedics where
we have been successful in

strengthening our team in the last few
years, and have recently been joined by
a further three new consultants.

Our clinical standards of care are
generally strong, reflected in our annual
health check score, there is increasing
integration of services across sites, with
good practice in modernisation / service
redesign.  

The majority of the Trust’s financial
resources come from its main
commissioners, the primary care trusts.
Finances are monitored closely
throughout the year, and are managed
through robust standing financial
instructions and schemes of delegation
and decision which are reviewed annually,
and a robust budget setting process.

Amongst our key resources are the new
hospital buildings at two of our main
sites and one of our community
hospitals which means that patients and
staff benefit from state of the art
purpose built facilities, large enough for
the local population’s needs.

Our most important resource is our staff.
Although the Trust is going through a
time of change and reorganisation, staff
have continued to show their
commitment to providing high quality
services to patients and delivering on the
performance and financial agenda.

External environment

The NHS environment in which the Trust
operates has changed fundamentally
over the last few years.  These changes
had a major influence over the way the
Trust managed its business during
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2006/07 and will continue to do so into
the future.

• 18 week patient journey – by
December 2008, NHS providers
must offer patients an 18 week
journey from referral by GP to
beginning treatment, including
outpatient appointment and
diagnostic tests.  While we have
secured significant additional
investment from local PCTs to fund
the increase in activity that needs to
be delivered in 2007/08 to achieve
this target, it represents a
significant challenge in a number of
specialties and diagnostic areas.
During 2007/08, we will see an
increase in activity as the health
economy works towards the 18
week target.  Once this has been
achieved we expect that referrals,
and therefore income for traditional
hospital services from our
catchment area will reduce.  

• Choice – patients can now choose
where they have their treatment,
including an option in the
independent sector.  Although the
majority of patients continue to
want to be seen at their local
hospital, we believe that a shift of
5% of patients away from the Trust
would have a significant impact on
the organisation.  We also need to
consider how we attract new
patients to the Trust’s hospitals as
part of choice.  

• Independent sector procurement –
the Trust will continue to scrutinise
closely the development of
independent sector procurement.  

Locally, independent sector
procurement is restricted to
diagnostic testing, nevertheless
there are IS providers in
neighbouring areas which could
impact on the Trust.  During
2007/08, independent sector
diagnostics will come on line in
County Durham and Darlington,
and we expect that this will impact
on referrals into our own hospitals. 

• Primary care and practice based
commissioning – under PCT and GP
commissioning plans, new services
are being developed in primary care
to manage demand and to allow
patients to be treated closer to
home, where appropriate, instead
of in hospital.  

• Payment by results – under PbR
funding follows the patient.  This
means that the Trust is paid on the
basis of the numbers of patients
treated, rather than under block
contracting arrangements. 

• We expect to see the impact of
these policies result in a reduction
of demand for secondary care
services over the coming years, and
a loss of income to the Trust.  

The task for the Trust will be to manage
that process in order to maintain the
sustainability of high quality services
while making sure that the organisation
remains in good financial health. 
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Managing risks 

The risk management strategy was
reviewed and approved by the Board in
September 2006. 

The Risk Management
Committee, chaired by the
Chief Executive, ensures the
appropriate management of
clinical and non clinical risk
and that risks are reported
to the Trust Board.  

Individual directors take lead
responsibility for key areas of strategic
and business risk which are reported
directly to the Board.  These key risks
are:

• Strategic – loss of income through
practice based commissioning and
reduction in non-elective bed days,
above levels agreed with our PCTs

• Operational – requirement for
additional capital investment in our
estate, in particular at Darlington
Memorial Hospital and Shotley
Bridge

• Financial – achievement of cash
releasing efficiencies in order to
generate a surplus for reinvestment

• IT – the modernisation of IT systems
as part of the national programme
for IT

• HR – ensuring appropriate skills and
flexibility in the context of
workforce reduction, and cost of
equal pay claims following pay
modernisation.

Key constraints 

Compliance with our authorisation
Foundation trusts are authorised by
Monitor, the Independent Regulator for
Foundation Trusts.  

Under the terms of its authorisation, the
Trust still must meet nationally required
healthcare standards.

The authorisation also sets out financial
constraints, such as limits on borrowing
and private income.  Any changes to the
mandatory services that the Trust
provides or any disposal of protected
assets must have the approval of
Monitor.

Consultation – Health and Social
Care Act 2000
In considering any changes to services,
the Trust must consider the requirements
for consultation under sections 7 and 11
of the Health and Social Care Act 2000.
This requires NHS organisations,
including foundation trusts, to involve
the public and services users in shaping
proposals to change services, and to
discuss significant changes to services
with health overview and scrutiny
committees.

PFI contracts 
Three of our hospitals, and the support
services within those properties, have
been provided under PFI agreements.
The arrangements for each site were
independently negotiated by predecessor
organisations with separate PFI consortia
and each is managed and maintained in
accordance with the requirements of its
own Project Agreement.  
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Stakeholder relationships

On 1 October 2006, the five primary
care trusts in County Durham –
Derwentside, Durham and Chester-le-
Street, Durham Dales, Easington and
Sedgefield, merged to form a county-
wide PCT.

We have traditionally
enjoyed good relationships
with the former PCTs, and
with Darlington PCT, and we
are now working closely and
successfully with the new
County Durham PCT, and
Darlington PCT. 

With fewer PCTs, we have been able to
focus more on our relationships with
individual GP practices.  In the last year,
members of the executive team offered
visits to all local practices.  We were able

to have very helpful discussions about
their perception of the Trust and its
services, for which we are grateful.

We also work closely with the local
mental health trust, Tees Esk and Wear
Valleys Trust and the North East
Ambulance Service where a continuing
priority is the achievement of the 60
minute door-to-needle target for
administering thrombolysis.
Although a foundation trust is not
performance managed by its local SHA,
NHS North East remains a key
stakeholder in terms of  wider NHS
strategic concerns. 

Our other key stakeholders are the local
authorities, in particular Durham County
Council and Darlington Borough Council,
where we work with social services, and
have joint child protection arrangements.  
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Capital Value

Financial Close

Operational Date

Termination Date

Unitary Fee

2006/07

Indexation

UHND

Consort

£114m

March 1998

April 2001

March 2028

£15.8m

Various

BAGH

Criterion

£49m

May 1999

June 2002

June 2032

£9.5m

RPI

CLSH

Robertson Health

£10m

May 2002

October 2003

May 2032

£1.9m

RPI



In addition to the commissioning
agreements with PCTs we have a
number of significant service level
agreements with other NHS bodies and
other agencies. 

• Training, Education and Research
– we receive income of £7.6 million
from the Workforce Development
Confederation for these areas. 

• City Hospitals Sunderland
Foundation Trust – we have
reciprocal agreements with City
Hospitals for dermatology and
plastic surgery services which we
operate in Sunderland and for the
urology, ENT, ophthalmology and
oral surgery services which
Sunderland provides at UHND. 

• South Tees Acute Hospitals NHS
Trust – we have similar
agreements with South Tees for
services it provides at Darlington
Memorial Hospital and Bishop
Auckland Hospital, such as cancer
services, and for the support
provided to those services.  

• Therapy Services – in the north,
most therapy services are sub
contracted to County Durham
(previously Durham and Chester-le-
Street) PCT, while in the south, we
provide community physiotherapy
services to the PCTs. 

• Diagnostics - we have an
arrangement with independent
provider Lodestone for magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) at
Darlington Memorial Hospital and
Bishop Auckland Hospital.

Workforce

Equal opportunities 
The Trust is committed to equality of
opportunity for all our employees, job
applicants and patients.

Our equal opportunity policy takes
account of changes in employment law
and new codes of practice. We monitor
all recruitment and provide recruitment
training for all interviewers. The Trust
strives to be a good place to work and is
flexible in its approach to supporting
employees who want to balance the
demands of family and work life.

The Trust has policies to
support disabled people in
employment and was
awarded the two ticks
symbol in 2005.

During 2006/07, the Trust published a
Disability Equality Scheme and action
plan to meet its disability equality duty.
During the year, the Trust began work
on its gender equality scheme, which
was approved by the Board in April
2007, since the year end.  The Trust also
complies with age discrimination
legislation.

The Trust complies with its duties under
the Race Relations (Amendment) Act
2000 and has published a race equality
scheme and action plan (available on our
website).  
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Management and organisational
development
Some of our clinical departments have
been working in Trust-wide directorates
for some time, and a key part of
organisational development during
2006/07 was to establish all clinical
departments within single Trust-wide
groupings. This took place in time for
new structures to be established for the
start of the new financial year.

The Trust established a leadership
network which consists of around 400
staff who are in a position of supervision
or management. The network allows
swift and accurate communication of
key messages across the organisation,
and feedback of  issues to the Executive.  

The Trust held quarterly review days, to
which all Clinical Directors and Matrons
are invited, along with managers and
directors and any consultants who are
involved with the business and
performance issues being reviewed.
Recent external speakers at these events
have included Mike Farrar, (SHA Chief
Executive) Professor David Hunter,
(University of Durham Business School)
Dr Stephen Singleton, (Regional Medical
Director) and local general practitioners.

The Trust’s fourth annual staff awards
took place in November.  The event
promotes professional development and
staff were recognised for achievements
in learning, contribution to excellent
service provision, service improvement
and “going the extra mile”.  Staff with
twenty years experience were also
recognised for their service and loyalty to
the NHS.

Teaching and training
Training and development of staff is key
to ensuring the Trust meets its strategic
aims and objectives.   

Influences shaping the staff training
agenda in 2006/07 included patient
safety, modernising medical and nursing
careers, assessment and accreditation
requirements such as the Healthcare
Commission standards, legislation
including the Freedom of Information
and Health and Safety Acts and
profession specific development to
ensure staff are fit to practise.

“Essential” training is closely monitored,
and includes induction; fire safety;
moving and handling; health and safety;
basic life support; information
governance and conflict resolution.  New
e-learning methods have supported the
delivery of many of these programmes.
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Doctors in training

From 2007/08, the Trust will
be the lead employer trust
for all junior doctors in the
Northern Deanery.

Over 250 doctors in training work at the
Trust at any one time, and trainee
nurses, therapists and other clinical staff
have placements with us.  

During 2006/07, the Trust worked
through the implications of the
workforce modernisation programme
“modernising medical careers”; further
reductions in junior doctors hours as a
result of the European Working Time
Directive and reductions in the national
budget for junior doctors’ salaries.  We
estimate that this will result in a
reduction in hours of the equivalent of
around 35 whole time equivalent
doctors in training.  

The Trust has developed a strategy for
managing this reduction.  This includes
plans to restrict the hours junior doctors
work and create shared out of hours
arrangements between directorates.

Communications
Through our communications, we try to
keep staff aware of the issues facing the
Trust, including progress against business
plan targets, finance, performance and
MRSA.  Other themes include
celebrating the achievements of our
staff; opportunities for training and
development, improving working lives
and managing stress.
Regular staff communication includes a
monthly heads of department meeting
with the Chief Executive; a staff

newspaper “Newsround”; regular email
“Bulletins” and a relaunched intranet
site which includes a news based
homepage and message board.

Consultation with staff groups
Staff consultation is via the joint
consultative committee which includes
management and trades unions and
meets monthly.  Consultation with
medical staff is through the Trust medical
negotiating committee (which includes
representation from junior doctors) and
various medical advisory committees.  

Annual staff survey 
The Healthcare Commission’s annual
staff survey was conducted during
October 2006.  

Results are fed back into our Improving
Working Lives and stress in the
workplace workstreams to ensure a
joined up approach.

The Trust was in the top 20% of best
performing trusts nationally for:

• Reducing staff working extra hours
• Staff receiving appraisals
• Reductions in potentially harmful

errors, near misses or incidents
• Availability of hand washing

materials

Areas in the Trust action plan following
the survey include job design and
structured appraisal, work related stress
and physical violence from patients and
issues around positive feeling and job
satisfaction. 
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Health and safety and occupational
health
During the year, the Trust received no
formal HSE reports, notices or prohibitions.

In the staff survey, 76% of staff said they
had had health and safety training in the
last 12 months, a significant increase on
68% in 2005.

37% of staff said they had witnessed a
potentially harmful error, near miss or
incident in the previous month which
could have hurt patients or staff, down
from 44% in 2005.  92% of them had
reported the incident. 

The occupational health service
continues to provide a quality service for
the Trust.  Key activities included:

• Review of health questionnaires to
ensure prospective employees are
physically and psychologically
capable of carrying out their work

• Carrying out blood tests to establish
staff immunity to infectious disease
and excluding carriage of serious
communicable diseases for those
undertaking jobs that involve
‘exposure prone procedures’

• Sharps injury follow-ups to minimise
the risks of staff developing an
infection from exposure to a blood
borne virus. 

• Sickness absence assessments and
review appointments 

• Counselling support relating to a
variety of work and non work
related issues. 

The Trust’s sickness absence rate stands
at 4.34%, with an average for the year 

of 4.52%.  The benchmark absence rate
for Public Sector (Health) organisations
currently stands at 4.60% (CIPD Annual
Survey – July 2006). The Trust has set its
target rate at 3.50%.

Our role in the community 

Employment and regeneration
One of the Trust’s key aims is to improve
the health and well-being of local people
and to be a major contributor to the
success of the local economy.  

• With 4,900 staff we are one of the
areas largest employers

• We provide training to staff –
around 300 staff receive
professional development and
training qualifications each year

• We are a member of partnerships
with councils and other bodies

• As a purchaser of goods and
services from local firms – around
9% of our goods and services were
sourced locally in 2007/08 and we
have set targets to increase this by 1
percentage point each year aiming
to increase this to 12% by 2011/12.
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Social and community
Around 200 staff are involved in an
“ambassadors” scheme and visit local
schools to talk to students about
working in the NHS, how to train, and
what qualifications need to be obtained.
There is also a broader work experience
initiative with local schools, the William
Harvey project, led by Dr Sarah Pearce, a
consultant physician and staff governor
who has a particular passion for
ensuring that local communities
recognise what the NHS has to offer
their children. 
As part of our public health role, the
Trust has extended our smoking “ban”
so that it now includes the whole of our
sites.  Nicotine replacement therapy is
available for inpatients and occupational
health has supported staff to give up
smoking holding “quit” courses.

Environment and travel

It is the Trust’s policy to
reduce our impact on the
environment, including
carbon emissions, levels of
waste going to landfill and
to seek opportunities for
recycling. 

In 2006, all Trust sites were externally
audited using the National
Environmental Assessment Tool (NEAT)
which forms part of the environmental
strategy for the NHS. All the sites were
assessed as ‘very good’. 

The Trust won the award for Excellence
in Facilities Management at the 2006
Building Better Healthcare Awards.  The
Estates and Facilities team was awarded
for bringing together soft and hard
services and ensuring that clinical,
patients and staff needs were at the
heart of our strategy.

The Trust has worked with county-wide
strategic groups, including the Transport
for Health Partnership, to improve
transport to our hospital sites. The Trust
is involved with the Dales Integration
Pilot Project, to maximise under-utilised
transport services such as community
and education transport.

The Trust’s Travel & Transport Steering
Group has negotiated with Arriva North
East a discounted annual bus pass for
Trust staff.

During 2006/07 the Trust carried out a
baseline assessment against the
corporate citizen toolkit.  The assessment
sets a baseline for making improvements
in future years.
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Patient care

Developing services
As a Foundation Trust, we are beginning
to use our new status  to adopt a more
business like approach to the delivery of
healthcare.

Under payment by results, we will only
be paid for the patients that we see, and
in an environment where patients have a
choice as to where they are treated, we
need to take positive steps to make sure
patients see us as their first choice – not
only patients in our County Durham and
Darlington heart land, but further afield.

For example, although the Trust has
excellent subregional services in plastics
and dermatology, based in North
Durham, and extending into the South
of Tyne area, in Darlington these services
have been provided by visiting
consultants from South Tees.

In November, we therefore established a
plastic surgery clinic in Darlington and,
later this year, following the retirement
of the South Tees consultant who
currently provides the service, we have
plans to extend dermatology into the
south of the Trust.

From April 2006 our Cardiology services
at Darlington Memorial and UHND
began providing a heart pacemaker
insertion service from our new cardiac
catheter laboratories. “repatriating”
patients back to their local hospitals, and
bringing income into the Trust.  This
service was previously was confined to
tertiary centres in Newcastle and
Middlesbrough.

We are looking to extend the reach of
some of our other services, such as
cardiology, to patients in Easington –
where most referrals have traditionally
gone out of County Durham – either
north to Sunderland or south to North
Tees and Hartlepool.

We are also developing direct GP access
to services such as palpitations and direct
access echocardiography.

We recently learnt that we have been
successful in our bid to  provide a bowel
cancer screening service for the whole of
County Durham and Darlington, based
in Bishop Auckland Hospital.  

In September 2006, the Trust began
centralising its inpatient stroke service
for South Durham and Darlington at
Bishop Auckland Hospital, in order to
address areas for improvement identified
in the national Sentinel audit.     While
patients in Bishop Auckland have been
managed by a specialist team in a
dedicated area, in Darlington patients
have been admitted to an acute medical
ward.  
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With effect from 1 May 2006 a ‘hub and
spoke’ service configuration for Urology
was established across County Durham,
Sunderland and South Tyneside, with
elective and emergency inpatient urology
concentrated at the Sunderland ‘hub’.
Day case and outpatient activity
continues at trust sites.  This move
followed public consultation during
2005/06 and was necessary to meet
national cancer guidelines.

The Trust has introduced a ward
performance framework to ensure wards
are being effectively managed in terms
of patient experience, personnel and
development, health and safety and
finance  Matrons undertake an
assessment of performance on each of
their wards on a quarterly basis using a
traffic light system.

Matrons and ward managers have
developed an action plan for any areas
showing red or amber on the traffic light
system.  

The Trust has been in discussions with
commissioners to agree quality measures
as part of our contract with primary care
trusts.  The “quality contract” includes
an e-mail advice service for GPs, a
commitment to electronically produced
discharged summaries within 7 days of
discharge, an audit of tertiary referrals,
developing 18 week pathways and
increasing numbers of outpatient
procedures.  A local target has also been
set to reduce clostridium difficile
infections by 10%.

Clinical governance

At Board level, responsibility for clinical
governance rests with the Medical
Director and the Director of Nursing.
They are supported by the Head of
Clinical Governance who is an Associate
Director of Nursing.  The Trust has a
Clinical Governance Committee chaired
by the Medical Director and reporting
directly to the Trust Board.

The clinical governance team produces a
quarterly good practice report which is
shared across the organisation.

Quality standards

During 2006/07, the Trust
underwent an assessment
against the standards and
criteria within The Health
Quality Service Accreditation
Programme for NHS Trusts
(HQS).

The programme helps health care
providers assess themselves against
quality-focused standards that reflect
national health care initiatives. 

The assessment covers a potential 8,645
criteria and included a self assessment
followed by two site visits for a
corporate services assessment in
September 2006 and a clinical services
assessment in January 2007.
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Overall, the Trust achieved compliance with
97.59% of the standards.  The assessment
was a core part of our evidence of
compliance with the  Healthcare
Commission core standards in 2006/07.

During 2006/07, the Trust took part in a
pilot assessment against the new NHSLA
clinical negligence scheme for trusts
(CNST) and was one of a small number
trusts to achieve accreditation at level 1.
The Trust plans to seek level 2
accreditation organisation wide in
2008/09, having already achieved that
higher level in maternity services.

Annual health check 2005/06 and
2006/07
The Healthcare Commission annual
health check replaced the old star
ratings.  The health check assesses the
trusts on the basis of quality of services
and use of resources.  As part of the
annual health check, the Trust must
complete a declaration that it is achieving
core healthcare standards.  At the end of
2005/06, the Trust declared that it was
compliant with all core standards.

In the annual health check for 2005/06,
the Healthcare Commission assessed the
Trust as “good” for quality of services
and “good” for use of resources.

Nationally, only 52 NHS organisations
achieved good/good or better.  This
assessment put us in the top 15% of
trusts nationally.

For 2006/07, the Trust has declared non-
compliance with standard C4a, as our
number of MRSA bacteraemias increased
significantly during the year, although our
rate per 10,000 bed days remains low.
The Trust invited the national MRSA

performance improvement team to visit
and help us develop an action plan to
improve our performance.

The Trust’s performance in terms of rate
per 10,000 bed days is amongst the
lowest nationally, and our baseline for
making year on year reductions was low.
Nevertheless, in 2006/07, our performance
has deteriorated compared with 2005/06.

The improvement team emphasised the
importance of “excellence at the
bedside” and made the following key
recommendations:

• To improve ownership of the issue
at ward and department level

• To increase screening and improve
compliance with our protocols for
decolonisation

• To increase senior clinical leadership
and commitment to reducing MRSA

• To improve compliance with the
antibiotic formulary

• To increase compliance with the
high impact interventions.

Healthcare Commission review
During 2006, the Healthcare
Commission undertook a review of
children’s services in all trusts.  We
received a weak score in the assessment,
largely due to the Trust operating three
geographically distant children’s units
delivering care to small numbers of
patients and areas where children are
cared for in other specialties.  An action
plan has been agreed with the
Healthcare Commission which includes
reviewing arrangements for children’s
clinics across all specialties, staff training,
and increased play cover.  The Board is
monitoring the plan.
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National patient survey
The Trust took part in the national survey
of inpatients 2006.  The  survey provides
organisations with detailed patient
feedback about the standards of service
and the care they provide at a local level.
The information is also used by the
Healthcare Commission for elements of
the annual health check.  

The Trust are positive and show little
difference between the satisfaction
shown at the three acute hospitals.  

The main areas that have shown an
increase in satisfaction are:

• The number of patients receiving
copies of doctors’ letters

• Length of time from decision to
admit and admission

• Patients being given choice of
admission date

• Patients being told how their
operation had gone in a way that
they could understand

• Discussing worries and fears with
member of the hospital staff

The main areas that have shown a
decrease in satisfaction are:

• Patients who experience a delay in
discharge

• Patients bothered by noise from
other patients at night

• Amount of privacy while discussing
treatment

• Amount of information given to
families on discharge

An action plan has been developed
following the survey including three
“campaigns” aimed at staff highlighting
quality of clinical care; food as therapy,
with an emphasis on feeding and
protected mealtimes; and “how warm
and welcoming are we?” with an
emphasis on customer care.

Patient and public involvement
It is Trust policy to involve users wherever
possible in the development and
improvement of our services.  The Trust
has a patient and public involvement
manager whose expertise lies in helping
staff organise surveys, focus groups,
interviews and other PPI activities.  68
patient and public involvement (PPI)
projects were launched between April
2006 and March 2007.

During the year there was an increase in
the number of specialties engaged in PPI
projects, and an increase in the numbers
of medical staff involved.  

PPI work in our day surgery units, cardiac
rehabilitation and falls and syncope clinic
showed a high level of satisfaction with
the services, care and treatment
provided. 
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Specific projects included:

• Patients were involved in a
countywide review of sexual health
services.  Information was gathered
from users on preferred
appointment venues and the
availability of clinic sessions

• Two projects with local children and
young people, and involving the PPI
forum,  looked at how they
perceive hospital services and how
to improve their experience while in
hospital

• The Trust was a pilot site for the
national maternity survey 

• Patient feedback was considered in
the day surgery unit and endoscopy
Charter Mark re-accreditation
process

• The Trust joined with other NHS
organisations in the North East to
commission a consultancy, Vision
Sense, to engage users in
developing the disability equality
scheme.

Patient Council
The Trust has two patient councils,
members of which are also members of
PPI forums and other voluntary
organisations.  The councils are chaired
by service users and supported by Trust
officers.

The councils are active in many areas of
the Trust’s work.  For example, council
members were involved in a practice
assessment for the Health Quality Service
and participated in patient environment
action team visits. 

PPI Forum
The Trust’s PPI Forum continues to be
active.  The Forum has produced a report
on stroke services across the area and
held a conference on the subject in
December at which staff spoke and
attended.

Sadly, Forum chair Carol Briggs had to
stand down during the year, following a
car accident.  Bill Morehead, who has
been a Forum member since its early
days has now taken over the
chairmanship.

Public consultation
During 2006/07 the Trust was involved in
two formal consultation exercises - on
our plans to become a foundation trust,
and on closure of South Moor
community hospital.  

As part of the foundation trust
consultation, Trust representatives
attended 35 meetings of community and
other groups and we received 131
responses.  As a result of the
consultation, we made changes to the
governance arrangements, including the
distribution of elected and stakeholder
governors.

Although there were few responses, the
Trust was complimented at the County
Durham OSC on ensuring a fair
consultation on South Moor.  
There were discussions with overview
and scrutiny committees relating to the
review of haematology services.  As part
of the review, Dr Stephen Singleton,
medical director of the Strategic Health
Authority, held two series of listening
events with patients at Bishop Auckland,
Darlington Memorial and University
Hospital of North Durham.  The
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Darlington scrutiny committee accepted
the need to centralise the service
“unanimously” but “reluctantly” in
order to sustain the service.  

Discussions were also held with scrutiny
committees regarding the reduction and
reconfiguration of hospital beds. 

Patient information
During 2006/07, the Trust has opened a
cancer information centre at Darlington
Memorial Hospital.  We now have
centres at three sites, including UHND
and Shotley Bridge where patients and
carers can receive practical advice and
support.

The Trust has a group with patient
representation to assess patient
information.  This was subject to
assessment as part of the Health Quality
Service Review.  

Development continued on the Trust
website which underwent a major
facelift in 2006/07.  Work continues on
the site to include  more details of
individual services and information on
our consultants.

Action on complaints
The Trust believes that complaints should
be resolved at a local level as swiftly as
possible, wherever possible.  Complaints
can help us identify areas in which
services can be improved.
Between April 2006 and March 2007,
the Trust received 400 formal and 334
informal complaints.  This remains low in
comparison to the number of patients
treated.  The Trust received over 1,800
letters of appreciation. 

Over 90% were responded to within the
national timescale which increased from
20 to 25 working days on the 1
September 2006.

An action plan is drawn up following
each complaints investigation to improve
care for future patients.  Changes made
as a result of complaints have included:

• An information leaflet is now
available to explain to patients and
their families what to expect when
they attend a multi-disciplinary
team meeting

• The continence assessment process
has been developed to make it
more suitable for an acute hospital
setting

• Nursing documentation has been
revised in line with essence of care
standards

• Orthopaedic teams are attending a
“care of the patient with dementia”
course, and our psychiatric liaison
nurse has developed triggers for
referral to mental health services

• A pain management tool for
measuring degree of pain and
effectiveness of pain relief has been
introduced

• Unqualified staff are now required
to record the care they deliver to
ensure records are comprehensive.
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Research and development
There are over 70 research studies
currently underway in the Trust.  These
are predominantly medically led,
commercial, multi-centre, random
controlled trials.

There are also some medical and allied
health professionals carrying out studies
with no external funding. Additionally
MSc and PhD students carry out small
research projects.

All research activity which relates to NHS
patients, staff or resources is approved
internally by the project review board
and an independent ethics committee
thus ensuring all studies comply with
Trust policies and the Department of
Health Research Governance Framework. 

Research and Development are working
with the PPI forum to examine the role
of the patient representative in the
governance of research activities, and
assisting with the design of research
questionnaires.

Emergency preparedness

The Trust has plans in place for
managing major incidents and
emergency situations.  These are audited
regularly on behalf of the SHA by the
Regional Health Emergency Planning
Advisor.  The Trust participates in
desktop and occasional practical
rehearsals of their plans.  Collaboration
on these issues is excellent, with open
sharing of plans, learning and
participation in exercises.

Sanctions against Fraud
and Corruption 

The Trust takes the issue of fraud
extremely seriously and the Board has
approved a policy to ensure a co-
ordinated approach is taken to criminal,
civil and disciplinary proceedings applied
simultaneously to maximise penalties
against those committing fraud. 
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Elin Edlund, of ERS, acted as the
independent returning officer. A by-
election was subsequently administered
by ERS in the Allied Health Professionals,
Professional and Technical and
Pharmacists class of the staff
constituency when no nominations were
received during the initial election
period.  

At authorisation, on 1 February 2007, all
Governor positions were filled, with the
exception of a Governor representing
the voluntary sector.  A representative
was appointed by One Voice Network on
behalf of local councils for voluntary
services on 15 February 2007.  

Since authorisation, the Governors have
adopted the title “the Governing
Council”.  The Governing Council met
twice during the reporting period.  Both
meetings were chaired by Tony Waites,
Trust Chairman.
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The Trust’s elections to the shadow
Board of Governors were administered
by Electoral Reform Services (ERS) in
accordance with Monitor’s model
election rules, and completed in
October 2006.
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Governor by
Constituency

Attendance
05.02.07

Attendance
01.03.07

Declared interest

Elected Public Governors

Adele Bone 
Chester le Street

Colin Stephinson
Chester le Street

Keith Atkinson
Darlington

Betty Hoy
Darlington

Jean Thurkettle
Darlington

Dorothy Maskery
Derwentside

Allan Barkas
Derwentside

Ian Agnew
Derwentside

Janet Brown
Durham City

Barbara Dyer
Durham City

Dr Nigel Martin
Durham City

None

Chair, National Osteoporosis
Society, Durham Support Group.
Grant from Awards for All to
finance campaign to promote
awareness of  Osteoporosis held
in Durham County Hall in June
2005 (for £3300)

Member of the Friends of
Darlington Memorial Hospital

None

Darlington PCT PPI Forum
Member Primary School Governor

None

None

District Councillor, Derwentside
District Council

Assistant Dean, University of
Teesside School of Health and
Social Care

None

Directorship/Non Executive
Directorship – County Durham
Development Company
Carbonneutral North East.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Governor by
Constituency

Attendance
05.02.07

Attendance
01.03.07

Leslie Kennard
Gateshead, South
Tyneside,
Sunderland and
Beyond

Colin Law
Sedgefield

Jean Morris
Sedgefield

David Hillerby
Sedgefield

Alexander Murray
Easington

John Worrall
Hambleton,
Richmondshire,
Tees Valley and
Beyond

Katherine Toward
Wear Valley and
Teesdale

Buddhasa
Dharmawansa
Weerasinghe
Wear Valley &
Teesdale

Durham County Councillor.
Public appointment – Durham
Police Authority

None

None

None

None

Vice Chairman of Durham
Wearside NACC

None

County Durham PCT contract to
set up rehabilitation services (self
employed).
Member of Government Breast
Cancer Screening Committee

None

�

�

�

�

�

�

Declared interest

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Governor by
Constituency

Attendance
05.02.07

Attendance
01.03.07

Declared interest

John Short MBE
Wear Valley &
Teesdale

Gillian Findley
Administrative and
Clerical, Managers
and others

Robert Goddard
AHPs, Professional
& Technical &
Pharmacists

Kevin Hull
Ancilliary

Dr Sarah Pearce
Medical

Diane Murphy
Nursing and
Midwifery

Paul Fish
Nursing and
Midwifery

David Cumming
Nursing and
Midwifery

None

Director of Magnitas Limited (an
environmental consultancy firm)

None

None

Research funding or grants –
Grants totalling £75 thousand
from Sutton Trust, Ogden Trust
and Brightside Trust to support
links between schools and the
Trust

Governor of Mowden Junior
School, Darlington

None

None

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Elected Staff Governors
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Colin Burnett 
a representative
appointed by North
East Chamber of
Commerce

Rachael Shimmin
A representative
appointed by
Durham County
Council

Robert Alabaster
A representative
appointed by North
East Ambulance
Service NHS Trust

Harry Cronin
A representative
appointed by Tees,
Esk and Wear
Valleys NHS Trust

Ken Greenfield
A representative of
the local
commissioning
PCTs appointed
jointly by County
Durham PCT and
Darlington PCT

Director, Non de Plume Limited.
Ownership/Part Ownership – Non
de Plume Limited – Trading as
Netstationers.
Majority or controlling shareholder
- Non de Plume Limited

As Director for Adult &
Community Services, DCC
commissions from a range of
voluntary sector providers, some
of whom may also be
commissioned by the NHS.
Research Funding or grants – a
range of grants from central to
local government in respect of
social care functions – details
available upon request

Director of Special Projects, North
East Ambulance Service

Director of Nursing, Psychology
and AHPs – Tees, Esk and Wear
Valleys NHS Trust

Trustee Coalfield Regeneration
Trust (National Charity).
Chairman, Darlington Primary
Care Trust.
Chairman, Standing Conference
of Postgraduate Education for
Medicine and Dentistry at
Newcastle University serving the
Northern Deanery

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Appointed Stakeholder Governors

Governor by
Constituency

Attendance
05.02.07

Attendance
01.03.07

Declared interest
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Cllr Bryan
Thistlethwaite
A representative
appointed by
Darlington
Borough Council

Dr Paul Walton
A local GP
appointed by the
County Durham 
Local Medical
Committee

Prof Paul Keane
A representative of
the local
universities
appointed by
Universities for the
North East

Prof Royston
Stephens
A representative
appointed by North
East Strategic
Health Authority

Steven Johnson
A representative of
the voluntary sector
appointed by One
Voice Network on
behalf of local
Councils for
Voluntary Services
(from 15.2.2007)

Director, Rural Regeneration Unit.
Darlington Borough Council
(DBC).
Unitary Councillor (DBC)

Senior Partner in Sacriston
Surgery.
LMC Member for Durham &
Darlington.
Elected Rep. for Durham &
Chester le Street

None

Dean, School of Health,
Community and Education
Studies, Northumbria University.
Own contract for £20 million per
year for educational services.
Non Executive Director, North East
Strategic Health Authority.
Governor, Newcastle upon Tyne
NHS Hospitals Trust

�

�

�

�

�

�

Not
appointed

Governor by
Constituency

Attendance
05.02.07

Attendance
01.03.07

Declared interest



All Governors have been
elected or appointed for a
term of three years.

The Trust’s Directors and Governors
intend working together to discharge
the Governing Council’s key
responsibilities of:

• Keeping the Trust’s members
advised.  The Trust held a
networking seminar for the
Governors in January 2007 and
invited governors from
neighbouring foundation trusts to
attend. They discussed ways of
communicating with members,
attracting new members and
methods of advising the Directors
of Members’ views.  The Governors’
Membership Committee plan to
develop these discussions. The Trust
has published two editions of its
Members’ newsletter and will
publish further editions during the
coming year.
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• Overseeing the Trust’s strategic
direction.  In February 2007, the
Trust’s Directors hosted a seminar
for the Governors, at which they
presented the Trust’s plans for
2007/08 and beyond.  The
Governing Council’s Strategy
Committee met in May 2007 to
discuss the Trust’s annual plan for
2007/08 and the Directors shared
the final plan with the Governing
Council at a joint meeting held on
30 May 2007. 

• Guardianship of the Trust’s
governance arrangements. The
Governors came together for the
first time with the Executive and
Non Executive Directors in
November 2006 at an induction
seminar on the Trust’s governance
arrangements.  The Governing
Council has since set up 8
committees – Advisory, Audit,
Clinical Governance, Membership,
Nominations, Risk Management,
Remuneration and Strategy – and
has begun to establish working
relationships with the Board of
Directors and key Trust staff.  The
Trust has also appointed one of its
Non Executive Directors, Paul
Stewart, as the Senior Independent
Director.  Mr Stewart has already
worked with the Governors on their
proposals for amendments to the
constitution and in preparing their
code of conduct.

The Governors are also responsible for
deciding the remuneration and terms
and conditions of Chairman and Non
Executive Directors, appointing and
removing the Chairman and Non
Executive Directors, approving the
appointment of the Chief Executive and
appointing (and removing) the auditor.  

The Governors’ Remuneration
Committee met during March 2007 to
decide the remuneration of the Trust’s
Non Executive Directors.  The Governors’
Nominations Committee met the same
month to begin the process of recruiting
a non executive director. 
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It decides how the organisation develops
its services, and its financial and
workforce strategies.  The Board ensures
that clinical and corporate governance
standards are clearly understood and are
being put into practice.  

The Board is ultimately and collectively
responsible for all aspects of the Trust’s
performance, including clinical and
service quality, financial performance,
management and governance.  There is
a balance of five Executive and five
independent Non Executive Directors on
the Board.  The Board is chaired by the
Non Executive Chairman.  The different
roles of the Chief Executive and
Chairman and of the Executive and Non
Executive Directors are recognised. 

The Non Executive Directors have all
been appointed specifically for their
independence, skills and experience.
They are responsible for scrutinising and
challenging the performance of the
Trust’s executive management in meeting
agreed goals and objectives. In doing so,
they must also satisfy themselves as to
the integrity of financial, clinical and
other information, and that financial and
clinical quality controls and systems of
risk management in place are robust and
defensible. They are also responsible for
deciding appropriate remuneration for
the Executive Directors.  They have a
prime role in succession planning and in
appointing and, if appropriate,
removing, the Trust’s Executive Directors. 
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Board of Directors

The Board of Directors provides overall
leadership and vision for the
organisation, decides on its strategy
and monitors the implementation of
the strategy.



Executive and Non Executive Directors are full and equal members of the Board, and
all Directors have joint responsibility for every decision of the Board of Directors
regardless of their individual skills or status.  

Operational management decisions are delegated to the Executive Directors, as part
of the executive management team. The Board operates in accordance with its
standing orders and has agreed standing financial instructions, a scheme of
delegation and a scheme of decisions reserved to the Board.

With the assistance of a team of management consultants, the Board undertook a
programme of Board development and performance evaluation during the summer
of 2006, as part of the foundation trust application programme.  The Board has
incorporated performance evaluation into its annual business cycle and will be
evaluating collective performance, and the performance of the Board Committees, in
July 2007.

Tony Waites, from Darlington, was appointed Non Executive
Chairman of County Durham and Darlington Acute Hospitals
NHS Trust on 1 March 2006 for a term of 4 years. In this role he
chairs the Governing Council and the Board of Directors and
their respective Nominations and Remuneration Committees. He
also chairs the Board of Directors Investment Committee.  Mr
Waites was previously chairman of County Durham and Tees

Valley Strategic Health Authority, Tees Health Authority and Darlington Memorial
NHS Trust.  During his career, he held a series of senior board level positions
including chairman, managing director and finance director in the UK and abroad.
He is also a Justice of the Peace and a member of the Tees Valley Partnership Board.
Declared interests: Trustee of Teesside Hospice Care Foundation and Director,
Teesside Hospice Trading Company Ltd 

Tony Wolfe is a retired deputy head teacher from Egglestone.
He was a Non Executive Director of County Durham and
Darlington Acute Hospitals NHS Trust and its predecessor Trust.
He was reappointed for a term of 4 years from 14 October
2006.  Mr Wolfe is a member of the Trust Board’s Nominations,
Remuneration, Investment and Clinical Governance
Committees.  He is appointed Trust Vice Chairman until 31

March 2008 and, in this role, is the chair of the Governing Council’s Advisory
Committee.
Declared interests: none. 
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Kathryn Larkin-Bramley, from Durham is a Fellow of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants. Her term of office as a Non
Executive Director expires on 31 January 2008.  Ms Larkin-
Bramley chairs the Trust Board’s Audit Committee and is a
member of the Risk Management and Nominations
Committees. 
Declared interests: Lay Member of County Durham and

Darlington Probation Board, Independent Member of Durham Police Authority,
Trustee of Childrens’ Cancer Fund, Lay Member of North East Childrens’
Malignant Disease Registry, Treasurer of  Durham Forum for Health and Member
of the Shadow Strategic Board, County Durham Every Child Matters

Paul Stewart lives in Durham and is a commercial litigation
partner in a Newcastle law firm.  He was appointed as a Non
Executive Director of County Durham and Darlington Acute
Hospitals NHS Trust on 1 July 2006 for a term of 4 years. Mr
Stewart is a member of the Board’s Nominations and Audit
Committees and is appointed Senior Independent Director until
31 March 2008.

Declared interests: Member of Grey College Senior Common Room, Durham
University

Dr Michael Waterston lives in Durham, where he runs an IT
consultancy.  He was appointed as a Non Executive Director of
County Durham and Darlington Acute Hospitals NHS Trust on 1
July 2006 for a term of 4 years.  He is a member of the Trust’s
Audit, Remuneration, Nominations and Risk Management
Committees.
Declared interests: none

John Saxby was the Trust’s Chief Executive and Accounting
Officer until 31 May 2007.  Mr Saxby has worked in the NHS
since 1974 and has been an NHS Chief Executive for 13 years.  
Declared interests: Governor of Darlington College of
Technology, Audit Surveyor for Health Quality Service, Member
of the Advisory Group to The Children’s Foundation (Charity),
NHS Employer representative to the North East Reserve Forces

Association and NHS Confederation Representative on National Institute for Health
and Clinical Excellence Interventional Procedures Advisory Committee.
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Robert Aitken is the Trust’s Medical Director.  He is a
consultant gynaecologist and obstetrician who has worked in
the NHS since 1993. Mr Aitken was previously a medical officer
with the Royal Army Medical Corps.
Declared interests: none.

Laura Robson is the Trust’s Director of Nursing. She is a State
Registered Nurse and State Certified Midwife. Miss Robson has
been an NHS Director of Nursing for 11 years. 
Declared interests: none.

Sue Jacques is the Trust’s Director of Finance.  She is a Fellow
of the Chartered Association of Certified Accountants.  Mrs
Jacques has worked in the NHS since 1989 and has been an
NHS Finance Director for 6 years.
Declared interests: none.

Louise Robson is the Trust’s Director of Planning and Performance.
She was also the Trust’s Foundation Trust Project Director.  Ms
Robson was appointed in 2003 and has previously held various
positions at Board level for a number of major NHS organisations
and at the Department of Health over the last ten years.
Ms Robson has been acting Chief Executive of the Trust since 
4 June 2007.

Declared interests: none.

A non executive position on the Trust Board was vacant during the period following
the resignation of Professor Andrew Gray on 30 September 2006.

The Board of Directors has a cycle of business and met formally on three occasions
during the reporting period. 
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2 February 2007 (in public)

28 February 2007 (in private)

28 March 2007 (in private)

Tony Waites 
Tony Wolfe
Kathryn Larkin-Bramley
Michael Waterston
John Saxby 
Bob Aitken
Sue Jacques
Laura Robson
Louise Robson

Tony Waites 
Paul Stewart
Kathryn Larkin-Bramley
Michael Waterston
John Saxby 
Bob Aitken
Sue Jacques
Laura Robson
Louise Robson

Tony Waites 
Tony Wolfe
Paul Stewart
Kathryn Larkin-Bramley
Michael Waterston
John Saxby 
Bob Aitken
Sue Jacques
Laura Robson
Louise Robson

Date of formal Trust Board Meeting Directors present



Governors’ and
Directors’ registers of
interests

In performing their role, the Governors
and Directors must act with integrity and
objectivity and in the best interests of
the Trust. Governors and Directors must
not use their position for personal
advantage or seek to gain preferential
treatment.  Registers are kept to formally
record the declared interests of
Governors and Directors and are
available to the public from the Trust’s
website at  www.cddft.nhs.uk or by
request from the Foundation Trust office
at  foundation@cddft.nhs.uk or 
0191 333 2151.

The Committees of the Trust Board
The Trust Board has 6 committees –
Audit, Risk Management, Clinical
Governance, Remuneration, Nominations
and Investments. 

The Audit Committee is chaired by
Kathryn Larkin Bramley, one of the Non
Executive Directors.  The Audit
Committee did not meet during the
reporting period.  However, the
Committee has an annual business cycle
and meets at least 5 times a year to
discharge its responsibilities to:

1. review the Trust’s internal systems
of financial control;

2. review the findings of other
significant internal and external
assurance functions, and consider
the implications for the governance
of the Trust;

3. review reports and assurances from
directors and managers on the
overall arrangements for
governance, risk management and
internal control (during the financial
year 2006/07, the Committee had
requested and reviewed specific
reports relating to Pharmacy, IT and
PFI assurances); and

4. monitor and review the
effectiveness of the Trust’s internal
and external audit functions.
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The Committee met following the year
end to review the following before
submission to the Trust Board for
approval:

• financial accounts and statements;
• statement of internal control; and 
• annual health check declaration.

The Remuneration Committee meets at
least twice a year to review the terms
and conditions of employment of the
members of the executive team, assess
performance and recommend salary
changes. 

The Remuneration Committee is
chaired by the Chairman, Tony Waites. A
joint meeting of the Board’s Nominations
and Remuneration Committees was held
on 28 March 2007 and was attended by
all Committee members.

The Chief Executive also attends
Remuneration Committee meetings for
that part of the meeting that concerns
the members of the executive team, but
not where matters relate to the Chief
Executive post. The Director of Personnel
and Development may also attend to
provide professional advice when
required by the committee.

The Remuneration Committee annually
reviews the salary of the members of the
executive team. The Committee
determines the salaries of the members
of the executive team through the
assessment of corporate performance,
individual director performance,
inflationary increases awarded to other
staff groups and benchmark data.  

The members of the executive team
were appointed on permanent contracts
with a notice period of 6 months. The
Medical Director is appointed for a term
of five years. 

There are no special contractual
compensation provisions attached to the
early termination of a member of the
executive team’s contract of
employment.
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Early termination by reason of
redundancy is subject to the normal
provisions of the Agenda for Change:
NHS Terms and Conditions of Service
Handbook (Section 16): or, above the
minimum retirement age, early
termination by reason of redundancy ‘in
the interest of the efficiency of the
service’ is in accordance with the NHS
Pension Scheme.

Employees above the minimum
retirement age who themselves request
termination by reason of early retirement
are subject to the normal provisions of
the NHS Pension Scheme.

Details of the members of the executive
team’s remuneration can be found on
pages 69 and 70.

The Nominations Committee is
responsible for identifying and
nominating suitable candidates to fill
executive director vacancies as they arise
and make recommendations to the
Chairman, the other Non Executive
Directors and (except in the case of the
appointment of a Chief Executive) the
Chief Executive, who are all then
responsible for making the decision on
the appointment of Executive Directors,
as required by the statute. 

The Nominations Committee is chaired
by the Trust Chairman, Mr Tony Waites
and has a membership of all the Board’s
Non Executive Directors. The Trust
Board’s Nominations Committee met on
13 March 2007 and a joint meeting of
the Trust Board’s Nominations and
Remuneration Committees was held on
28 March 2007.  Both meetings were
attendance by all Committee members.
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The Trust serves a population of around
500,000 in County Durham and
Darlington, and into North Yorkshire,
with sub-regional services reaching into
the South of Tyne area, serving a
population of 1.2m.

At the end of the financial year there
were 2,683 public members.

All permanent staff of the Foundation
Trust automatically become staff
members.  Staff on fixed term contracts,
or staff who work for contractors, for
example our PFI providers, can become
members after 12 months.  

At the end of the financial year, there
were 5,563 staff members.
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Membership

At period start (1 Feb)

New members

Members leaving

At year end (31 March)

2,569

142

28

2,683

Public Constituency:

Anyone who lives in the catchment
area of our hospitals can become a
public member of the Foundation Trust.



Our strategy is to grow the membership
year by year by at least 10%, ensuring
that, in doing so, we develop it so that it
reflects the demographics of our
catchment population in terms of:

• Age
• Gender
• Ethnicity
• Socio-economic group
• Geographical distribution

Members can contact the Governors or
Directors via the Foundation Trust office,
on 0191 333 2151, or by emailing
foundation@cddft.nhs.uk.  Anyone
wishing to become a Member can call
our membership hotline on 
0191 333 2545.   
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Accounts for the period ended 31 March 2007 have been prepared for the
Trust’s operating activities and have been audited by the Audit Commission.
The accounts have received an unqualified opinion that they give a true and
fair view of the state of affairs of the Trust as at 31 March 2007 including its
income and expenditure for the two months to that date. 

This report contains summarised financial statements which have received a similar
audit opinion.

The accounts relating to the funds held on trust will be available from 1 February 2008.

Full sets of accounts are available from: 
Mrs Sue Jacques,
Director of Finance, 
County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust,
Darlington Memorial Hospital, Hollyhurst Road, Darlington, DL3 6HX.
email sue.jacques@cddft.nhs.uk

Summary Performance

The Trust delivered a strong financial performance in the first 2 months of
foundation trust status, achieving a surplus of £3.6 million and securing cost
improvements in the full year of £21 million. 

Significant focus was given to improving our efficiency by targeting areas such as
bed and theatre utilisation, estate rationalisation, workforce reductions and
modernisation, and cost control. The improvements that we have made have
enabled us to identify a sum of £4 million to support additional capital developments
in the forthcoming year in order to improve our services to patients.
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At the same time as improving our efficiency we have been able to support a
number of developments across a range of clinical specialties. It is critical that we
remain financially healthy and exploit any opportunity to become more efficient, in
order to be in a position to continue to develop first class services and thereby secure
ourselves as first choice for patients.  

The Trust made asset proceeds of £354 thousand from the sale of two dwellings (not
protected) and invested £5.2 million in capital on assets under the course of
construction (£2.4 million), clinical buildings (£600 thousand) – protected assets),
medical equipment (£1.5 million) and IT infrastructure (£700 thousand). In the
forthcoming year approximately one third of the capital programme of circa £10
million will be spent on medical equipment and upgrading facilities.

Liquidity assumes a new importance under the foundation trust regime; the Trust has
performed well, maintaining liquidity at 33 days in its first 2 months and not
requiring the use of its working capital facility.

Of the Trust’s healthcare related income of £45.439 million during the period, all but
£29 thousand is received for treating the mostly local patients under the NHS. The
£29 thousand is the income that we received for providing healthcare to private
patients.

The Trust’s non healthcare income of £6 million was predominantly received for the
provision of training for NHS staff, principally doctors (£1.7 million), and services we
provide to other bodies (£3.9 million), such as clinical space in which neighbouring
trusts provide clinical services on our sites.

The Trust reviewed its accounting policies and has made no significant changes to
these during the period.

Looking forward to 2007/08, the Trust faces a number of financial risks including
those inherent in delivering a cost improvement programme of £16 million, the
potential for demand to fall below contracted levels and a range of potential cost
pressures. The Trust has agreed an action plan to mitigate the impact of these
events.

Further information on aspects of the Trust’s financial performance in 2006/07 is
detailed below.



Going Concern

After making enquiries, the Directors have a reasonable expectation that the NHS
Foundation Trust has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis in
preparing the accounts.

Key Performance Targets 

The Trust achieved its main financial targets for the two months to 31st March 2007.
The targets and actual performance are as follows :

EBITDA margin

Definition: The net earnings before interest, taxation and dividends shown
as a percentage of total income.

Purpose: This measures the underlying performance of the Trust

Source of data: Trust audited annual financial statements

Target: 4.3% based on the original plan.

Result: 6.3% giving a rating of 3

Return on assets

Definition: The Trust’s annual dividend payments should provide a 3.5% 
return on average net assets.

Purpose: A measure of financial efficiency

Source of data: Trust audited annual financial statements

Target: 3.5%

Result: 6.4% giving a rating of 5
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Income and expenditure surplus margin

Definition: Net surplus shown as a percentage of total income.

Purpose: To ensure that the Trust has generated a continued surplus

Source of data: Trust audited annual financial statements

Target: 0.02% based on the original plan

Result: 2.0% giving a rating of 4

Liquid ratio

Definition: Cash plus trade debtors plus unused working capital facility 
minus trade creditors plus other creditors, expressed in the 
number of days’ operating expenses that could be covered.

Purpose: To ensure that the Trust maintains a healthy liquidity position.

Source of data: Trust audited annual financial statements

Target: 35 days to qualify for a 5 rating

Result: 33.6 days cover giving a rating of 4

Prudential borrowing limit

Definition: A limit to the amount of borrowings that the Trust may take 
on, set for each NHS foundation trust by the independent 
regulator guided by the prudential borrowing code.

Purpose: Used to protect the public interest and the financial stability of
individual NHS foundation trusts.

Source of data: Trust audited annual financial statements

Target: Borrowings less than £58 million

Result: Borrowings were £nil



Private patient cap

Definition: The level of private patient income is capped at the level (as a 
percentage of total patient income) as that in the financial year 
2002-2003.

Purpose: To ensure that the Trust continues to focus on NHS work.

Source of Data: Trust audited annual financial statements

Target: < 0.23%

Actual: 0.06%

Public sector payment policy

Non NHS Payments

Definition: Unless other terms are agreed, the Trust is required to pay its 
non NHS creditors within 30 days of the receipt of goods, or a 
valid invoice, whichever is the later.

Purpose: To ensure that the Trust complies with the better payment 
practice code.

Source of Data: Trust audited financial statements

Target: 95%

Result by number: 98.8% 

Result by value: 98.2%  

The Trust achieved this target for non NHS invoices  
A detailed breakdown of the figures is shown below:
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Non NHS trade creditors

Total bills paid in the two months to 31st March 2007
Total bills paid within target
Percentage of bills paid within target

£000

19,268
18,921

98.20%

Number

15,848
15,651

98.76%
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NHS payments

Definition: Unless other terms are agreed, the Trust is required to pay its 
NHS creditors within 30 days of the receipt of goods, or a valid 
invoice, whichever is the later.

Purpose: To ensure that the Trust complies with the better payment 
practice code.

Source of Data: Trust audited financial statements

Target: 95%

Result by number: 96.8%

Result by value: 93.0%

The Trust achieved this target for NHS invoices by number and narrowly failed by
value. The relatively low numbers of invoices mean that a single large value invoice
paid late can have a material impact on the results.

A detailed breakdown of the figures is shown below:

Late payment interest

Legislation is in force which requires trusts to pay interest to small companies if
payment is not made within 30 days (Late payment of Commercial Debts (Interest)
Act 1998). The Trusts performance against this criteria is:

Amounts included within interest payable arising from claims
made by businesses under this legislation

£000
0

Non NHS trade creditors

Total bills paid in the two months to 31st March 2007
Total bills paid within target
Percentage of bills paid within target

£000

3,953
3,677

93.02%

Number

440
426

96.82%



The Health and Social Care (Community Health and Standards) Act 2003 (“2003
Act”) states that the Chief Executive is the accounting officer of the NHS Foundation
Trust. The relevant responsibilities of accounting officer, including their responsibility
for the propriety and regularity of public finances for which they are answerable, and
for the keeping of proper accounts, are set out in the accounting officers’
memorandum issued by the Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts
(”Monitor”).

Under the 2003 Act, Monitor has directed the County Durham and Darlington NHS
Foundation Trust to prepare for each financial year a statement of accounts in the
form and on the basis set out in the Accounts Direction. The accounts are prepared
on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of
County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust and of its income and
expenditure, total recognised gains and losses and cashflows for the financial year.

In preparing the accounts, the accounting officer is required to comply with the
requirements of the NHS foundation trust financial reporting manual and in
particular to:

• observe the accounts direction issued by Monitor, including the relevant
accounting and disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies
on a consistent basis;

• make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis;
• state whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the NHS foundation

trust financial reporting manual have been followed, and disclose and explain
any material departures in the financial statements; and

• prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis.
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EXECUTIVE'S RESPONSIBILITIES AS
THE ACCOUNTING OFFICER OF
THE TRUST
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The accounting officer is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which
disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the NHS
Foundation Trust and to enable him to ensure that the accounts comply with
requirements outlined in the above mentioned Act. The accounting officer is also
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the NHS Foundation Trust and hence for
taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the
responsibilities set out in Monitor’s NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer
Memorandum.

Signed:

Acting Chief Executive

Date: 8 June 2007



STATEMENT ON INTERNAL 
CONTROL

Scope of responsibility

As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of
internal control that supports the achievement of the NHS Foundation Trust’s
policies, aims and objectives, whilst safeguarding the public funds and departmental
assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance with the responsibilities
assigned to me. I am also responsible for ensuring that the NHS Foundation Trust is
administered prudently and economically and that resources are applied efficiently
and effectively. I also acknowledge my responsibilities as set out in the NHS
Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum. 

The purpose of the system of internal control

The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather
than to eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can
therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The
system of internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and
prioritise the risks to the achievement of the policies, aims and objectives of County
Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust, to evaluate the likelihood of those
risks being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them
efficiently, effectively and economically. The system of internal control has been in
place in County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust for the period ended
31 March 2007 and up to the date of approval of the annual report and accounts.

Capacity to handle risk

As Chief Executive I am responsible for ensuring that effective systems of risk
management and internal control are in place. I have overall accountability for risk
management and chair the Trust’s Risk Management Committee. Some aspects of
risk are delegated to Executive Directors, to ensure that adequate risk management
systems are fully operational within the organisation, and to oversee the effective
management of all clinical and non-clinical risks in the organisation. 
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• The Director of Nursing is responsible for all aspects of clinical risk and patient
safety and for ensuring that clinical risk is identified and managed, and that
clinical governance structures are effective in the organisation.

• The Medical Director is responsible for clinical effectiveness, managing
consultant performance, and clinical standards. 

• The Director of Finance is responsible for financial aspects of business risk, for
implementing systems to control fraud and corruption and ensure security of
financial systems within the organisation. 

• The Director of Planning and Performance is responsible for business risk and
for ensuring that systems are in place to minimise risk in relation to the Trust’s
delivery of its business objectives.

• The Director of Facilities is responsible for all aspects of non-clinical risk and for
ensuring systems of control and effective management systems are in place for
all Trust facilities and for effectively monitoring provision of services for
contracted providers to the organisation.

• The Director of Health Informatics is responsible for IT risk and for ensuring that
systems are in place to minimise risk in relation to failure of information
systems.

Risk managers provide expert support to the organisation in relation to the
assessment and management of risk.  The risk managers liaise with other experts in
their area such as the fire officer or health and safety officer.

Departmental managers ensure systems are in place to assess, treat and reduce risks
within their departments, and report where this is not achieved.  

All members of staff have a responsibility for participation in the risk management
process and to minimise the risks to patients, staff and visitors to the Trust.  Staff are
required to report untoward incidents as soon as possible in accordance with the
serious untoward incident policy and protocol for accident and incident reporting
policy.

Staff are provided with guidance on managing risk through the risk management
strategy and through risk management training. 

The Trust seeks to learn from good practice through the incident review group and
seeks to learn through incidents by encouraging all staff to report all incidents when
they occur.
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The risk and control framework

The Trust has a risk management strategy which is subject to annual review.  
Key elements of the risk management strategy are:

• Clear management structures and responsibilities throughout the organisation
leading to the Trust Board 

• Lead Executive responsibility for each principal risk
• Effective systems for risk assessment and risk analysis
• Monitor and control untoward incidents in order to mitigate the cost to

individuals and to the organisation
• Use of an up to date risk register for prioritisation of risk and action plans
• Ensure all Trust employees are aware of risk management and the importance

of managing risk
• Strategy subject to annual review
• Assurance framework mapping objectives to risks, controls and assurances

Risk is identified using a number of approaches including: risk assessment tools;
incidents reporting; complaints management; compliance with legislation/national
guidance; external reviews and audit reports; litigation; the staff survey; sickness,
absence information and staffing levels.

The Trust uses a risk analysis mechanism for analysing and prioritising the risk. Risk
management is then monitored by using performance indicators including:

• Implementation of incident reporting systems
• Compliance with NHSLA and other standards up to Level 2
• Risk Management training initiatives
• Completion of a risk assessment programme

Risk appetites are determined in relation to developing new services through the
assessment of business cases at operational planning group, and through discussions
at weekly business meeting.
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The Trust’s risk strategy has been developed to ensure the systematic analysing,
identifying, monitoring and communication of risks associated with any activity,
function or process.

This is embedded into the Trust by:

• Clear structures and responsibilities with clear links for reporting up to the Trust
Board.

• A system for risk assessment to identify and minimise risk where possible.
• Systems to monitor and control untoward incidents.
• Maintaining an up to date risk register.
• Ensuring all employees are aware of the importance of managing risk.

Public stakeholders are also involved in managing risks which impact upon the
organisation.

• Patients are involved in their own treatment at every level. There is a formal
process to obtain the consent of a patient to treatment that complies with the
Department of Health guidance. This process is audited and results fed back to
clinicians.

• The Trust involves patients and the public in the development of services
• The Trust maintains close links with social services, working together on the

handling of issues such as delayed discharges.

Where there are incidents that involve patients or members of the public the Trust
strives to give clear, concise information at an appropriate time, for example during
the recent pregnancy testing incident, the Trust took care to ensure that patients
who were likely to have been affected were informed before the press release was
issued.
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Review of economy, efficiency and effectiveness of
the use of resources

The Trust has agreed a process to ensure that resources are used economically,
efficiently and effectively that involves:

• Agreeing a rolling 3 year annual financial strategy and plan
• A rigorous process of setting annual budgets and a granular cost improvement

programme
• Annual review of Standing Financial Instructions and Schemes of Delegation
• The formalisation of a treasury management policy
• Robust performance management arrangements
• A programme of supporting directorates to better understand and manage their

relative profitability 
• Breaking the Trust’s overall reference cost indicator down to specialty/directorate
• Utilisation of directorate trading accounts
• Levering efficiencies through internal and collaborative procurement initiatives
• Using benchmarking and nationally published performance metrics to inform

plans for improved bed and theatre efficiency
• Rationalising the estate
• Reducing the workforce
• Benchmarking management costs 
• Commissioning external consultancy where the Trust believe economy and

efficiency can be improved

The Board plays an active role by:

• Determining the level of financial performance it requires and the consequent
implications

• Reviewing in detail each month financial performance, financial risk and delivery
against the granular CIP

• Agreeing the IBP and Board Memorandum submitted to Monitor as part of the
foundation trust application process

• Considering plans for all major capital investment and disinvestment

The Trust audit committee has a key role on behalf of the Board in reviewing the
effectiveness of our use of resources.  The Trust has also gained assurance from:

• Internal audit reports, including value for money audit
• External audit report on management costs
• Healthcare Commission annual health check
• Health Quality Service Assessment
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Review of effectiveness

As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the
system of internal control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal
control is informed by the work of the internal auditors and the executive managers
within the NHS Foundation Trust who have responsibility for the development and
maintenance of the internal control framework, and comments made by the external
auditors in their management letter and other reports. I have been advised on the
implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness of the system of internal
control by the board, the audit committee, and risk management committee and a
plan to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the system is in
place.

The head of internal audit provides me with an opinion on the overall arrangements
for gaining assurance through the Assurance Framework and on the controls
reviewed as part of the internal audit work.   The Assurance Framework itself
provides me with evidence that the effectiveness of controls which manage the risks
to the organisation achieving its principal objectives have been reviewed.

My review is also informed by reports and assessments by:

• Health Quality service assessment
• Health and Safety Executive
• Environment Agency
• Healthcare Commission 
• Internal audit
• The Audit Commission
• New Environmental Audit Tool (NEAT)
• Patient Environment Audit Tool (PEAT)
• NHSLA Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts (CNST)

I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the
effectiveness of the system of internal control by the Audit committee, the Trust
Board, the Risk Management Committee and its sub-groups. A plan to address
weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the system is in place. 
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The following groups and committees have been involved in maintaining and
reviewing the effectiveness of the system of internal control:

• The Trust Board is responsible for setting the strategic direction of the
organisation and monitoring the progress of the organisation against targets.

• The Audit Committee investigates the activities of the Trust and provides
assurance to the Board of the adequacy of the structures and processes for risk
management, internal audit, external audit and financial reporting.

• The Clinical Governance Committee sets the agenda for clinical governance
within the organisation, receives reports from internal and external reviews and
monitors compliance against required local and national benchmarks. 

• The Risk Management Committee ensures appropriate management of all
organisational risks and reports them to the Board. 

• The Incident Review Group ensures the development of robust reporting and
investigation of incidents, identifies trends from claims, complaints and incidents
and monitors actions to prevent further incidents.

• The Safe Medicines Practice Group has responsibility for review of all aspects of
medicines management, reviews all incidents relating to medicines management
and reports any emerging themes to the Risk Management Committee and
drugs and therapeutics committee.

• The Health and Safety Committee reviews aspects of non-clinical risk
management and reviews external reports relating to health and safety.

• The Radiation Protection Committee looks specifically at the area of radiation
protection within the Trust, monitoring, reviewing and reporting risks to the
Risk Management Committee where necessary.

• The Transfusion Committee reviews the process for the use and storage of
blood products within the organisation, ensuring that the Trust meets national
and local requirements.

• The Resuscitation Committee ensures the Trust complies with local and national
requirements and monitors progress against locally set targets e.g. for training.
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The Trust’s assurance framework has not identified any significant gaps in control,
although action is being taken to deal with gaps in control and assurance as follows:

• An action plan has been agreed with the support of the Department of Health
to reduce numbers of MRSA cases at the Trust, although rates per 1,000 bed
days remain low

• The Trust is working with the North East Ambulance Service to help improve
local performance on the call to needle target for administering thrombolysis

• Risk register group leading development of a register to ensure relevant
registrations and contracts are renewed in a timely manner

• An action plan is being implemented to improve governance and escalation
procedures in relation to incidents relating to information technology security.

Signed:

Acting Chief Executive 

Date: 8 June 2007
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The following statements were prepared in accordance with the NHS Foundation
Trust Financial Reporting Manual.

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE TWO MONTHS ENDED
31 MARCH 2007

£000

45,439

6,048

(46,774)

4,713

(465)

4,248

191

0
(18)

0

4,421

(807)

3,614

Income from activities:
Continuing operations

Other operating income

Operating expenses:
Continuing operations

OPERATING SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
Continuing operations

Profit (loss) on disposal of fixed assets

SURPLUS (DEFICIT) BEFORE INTEREST

Interest receivable

Interest payable
Other finance costs – unwinding of discount
Taxation

SURPLUS (DEFICIT) AFTER TAXATION

Public Dividend Capital dividends payable

RETAINED SURPLUS (DEFICIT) FOR THE PERIOD
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT
31 MARCH 2007

31/3/07
£000

166,923

40,620

(26,097)

14,523

181,446

0

(7,802)

173,644

108,874
55,739

922
0

8,109

173,644

31/1/07
£000

164,058

2,531
26,180

13
20,080
48,804

(41,066)

7,738

171,796

0

(7,855)

163,941

102,843
55,905

897
0

4,296

163,941

£000

0
166,923

2,595
20,632

7
17,386

FIXED ASSETS
Intangible assets
Tangible assets

CURRENT ASSETS
Stocks and work in progress
Debtors
Investments
Cash at bank and in hand

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due within one year

NET CURRENT ASSETS (LIABILITIES)

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due after more than one year

PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

TOTAL ASSETS EMPLOYED

FINANCED BY:

TAX PAYERS’ EQUITY
Public dividend capital
Revaluation reserve
Donated Asset reserve
Other reserves
Income and expenditure reserve

TOTAL TAXPAYERS’ EQUITY
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE TWO MONTHS ENDED
31 MARCH 2007

£000

(2,193)

159

(4,268)

(2,423)

(8,725)

0

(8,725)

6,031

(2,694)

£000

159
0
0

(4,622)
354

0

(12,000)
12,000

6,031
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net cash inflow from operating activities

RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS AND SERVICING OF FINANCE
Interest received
Interest paid
Interest element of finance leases

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from returns on investments and
servicing of finance

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Payments to acquire tangible fixed assets
Receipts from sale of tangible fixed assets
(Payments to acquire)/receipts from sale of intangible assets

Net cash inflow (outflow) from capital expenditure

DIVIDENDS PAID

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before management of liquid resources
and financing

MANAGEMENT OF LIQUID RESOURCES
Purchase of investments
Sale of investments

Net cash inflow (outflow) from management of liquid resources

Net cash inflow (outflow) before financing

FINANCING
Public dividend capital received
Public dividend capital repaid (not previously accrued)
Public dividend capital repaid (accrued in prior period)
Loans received
Loans repaid
Other capital receipts
Capital element of finance lease rental payments
Cash transferred from/to other NHS bodies

Net cash inflow (outflow) from financing

Increase (decrease) in cash
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STATEMENT OF TOTAL RECOGNISED GAINS AND LOSSES FOR THE TWO MONTHS ENDED
31 March 2007

£000

4,421

0

33

84

(59)

0

4,479

0

4,479

Surplus (deficit) for the financial year before dividend payments

Fixed asset impairment losses

Unrealised surplus (deficit) on fixed asset revaluations

Increases in the donated asset due to receipt of donated assets

Reductions in the donated asset reserve due to depreciation, and disposal of
donated assets

Additions/(reductions) in "other reserves"

Total recognised gains and losses for the period

Prior period adjustment

Total gains and losses recognised in the period



Related Party Transactions

County Durham and Darlington Acute Hospitals NHS Trust is a body corporate
established by order of the Secretary of State for Health.

During the period there were transactions between parties related to two of the
Board Members and County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust, the
values of which are listed below:

The Department of Health is regarded as a related party.  During the period County
Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust has had a significant number of
material transactions with the Department, and with other entities for which the
Department is regarded as the parent Department.  

These entities are listed below:

• North East Strategic Health Authority
• Darlington Primary Care Trust
• County Durham PCT 
• City Hospitals Sunderland Foundation Trust
• South Tees Hospitals NHS Trust
• The NHS Litigation Authority;
• The NHS Logistics Authority;
• Other Health Authorities and PCTs

In addition, the Trust has had a number of material transactions with other
Government Departments and other central and local Government bodies.  

The Trust has also received revenue and capital payments from charitable funds,
certain of the Trustees for which are also members of the NHS Trust Board. 
The Summary Financial Statements of the Funds Held on Trust will be available from
1 February 2008.
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Mr J Saxby
Ms K Larkin-Bramley

Amounts due from
Related Party

£

640
880

Amounts owed to
Related Party

£

0
0

Receipts from
Related Party

£

0
6

Payments to
Related Party

£

458
110
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*Benefits in kind refer to provision of lease cars.

Signed:

Acting Chief Executive

Date: 8 June 2007

SALARY AND PENSION ENTITLEMENTS OF SENIOR MANAGERS
Year ended 31st March 2007

Benefits in 
kind*

(Rounded to
the nearest

£100
£000

0.9

1.0

0.6

Other 

(bands of 
£5000)

£000

20-25

Salary 

(bands of 
£5000)

£000

20-25

15-20

15-20

5-10

15-20

10-15

10-15

15-20

0-5

0-5

0-5

0-5

0-5

Name and Title

Chief Executive
Mr J Saxby
Executive Director of Finance
Mrs S Jacques
Director of Personnel & Development
Mr S Griffin
Medical Director
Mr R H Aitken
Executive Director of Nursing
Miss L Robson
Director of Estates & Facilities
Mr K Oxley
Director of Health Informatics 
Dr H Duncan
Executive Director of Planning &
Performance
Ms CL Robson
Chairman
Mr TA Waites
Non Executive Director
Mr A Wolfe
Non Executive Director
Mrs K Larkin-Bramley
Non Executive Director
Mr P Stewart
Non Executive Director
Dr RM Waterston
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Post Balance Sheet Events
There were no Post Balance Sheet Events.

Senior Managers Pension Benefits

Name and Title

Chief Executive
Mr J Saxby
Executive Director
of Finance
Mrs S Jacques
Director of Personnel
& Development
Mr S Griffin
Medical Director
Mr R H Aitken
Executive Director
of Nursing
Miss L Robson
Director of Estates
& Facilities
Mr K Oxley
Director of Health
Informatics
Dr H Duncan
Executive Director
of Planning &
Performance
Ms CL Robson

Employers
Contribution

on to
Stakeholder

Pension
(nearest

£100)
£000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Real
increase

in 
cash

equivalent
Transfer

value
£000

3

1

2

0

0

1

1

4

Cash
Equivalent

Transfer
Value
At 31st

January
2007
£000

1012

228

580

301

548

196

45

320

Cash
Equivalent

Transfer
Value
At 31st

March
2007
£000

1020

231

586

302

553

198

47

327

Total
accrued
pension

at age 60
at 31

Mar-07
(bands

of £5000)
£000

55-60

20-25

30-35

15-20

35-40

10-15

0-5

25-30

Real
increase

in
pension

at age 60
(bands of

£2500)
£000

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5

0.0-2.5
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If you require the text for this document in another language,
large print format or Braille, please contact us on 01325 743625
or via email: foundation@cddft.nhs.uk
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